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-Name
-Title/Agency
-What you hope to get out of today!

Introductions!
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About Me
-Background in radio & TV
-News & traffic reporting

-Longtime PIO/Media Officer
-Focused on social media/web video 

and crisis/emergency communications
-Certifiable technogeek
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What We’re Covering Today

Social Media 101/Update
Facebook
Twitter

Social Media in Emergencies
Planning and Engagement

Creating Compelling Content
Video and Audio Hosting

Graphics and Photos
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90 Second Share

Turn to one other person, and the two of you 
take 90 seconds to share the the biggest 
breakthrough you’d like to have with social 
media
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It reaches people where they are

It allows us to interact directly 

It allows us to reach the media 

It is a lifesaving tool during 
emergencies

Social Media is a Critical Part of
Emergency Communications
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The Public’s Expectations Are Changing

No longer are we “experts” 
the sole voice of authority 

(“top-down” communication)

Social media - i.e., our friends, 
colleagues and others, have 
become more trusted and 

influential information sources
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Why Do We Need To Have A Social Presence?
For our agency to connect effectively online with 
those we serve

To increase the chances of the media helping us 
communicate our message

To be able to communicate critical messages quickly 
in an emergency 
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72% of adults use social networking sites

43% of age 65+ use social networking sites

49% of U.S. uses a smartphone
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A Rasmussen Reports poll 
!nds that the internet is now 
a bigger source of news for 
Americans than network TV.

(2013 data)

NEWS
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Second-largest 
search engine!
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The most popular videos tend to 
depict natural disasters

Citizens play a big role in 
producing and supplying footage

Public health agencies can use this 
tool to our advantage!

People Flock to YouTube for News

http://www.journalism.org/analysis_report/youtube_news
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Instagram

200 million users

Shoot stills AND video; add 
filters and effects

Shoot 15-sec videos

Share to social media
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Pinterest

Image sharing, bulletin board 
style!

Users 80% female/20% male

1-billion monthly page views

Grew 4,000% in one year!
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Vine

Vine is a Twitter product

Shoot and share 6-second 
looping videos. 

Share to Vine, Twitter and 
Facebook
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Mountain View, CA
Police Department 

Chris Hsuing
Shino Tanaka
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Mountain View 
Police Department 

Social Media

Shino Tanaka
Public Safety Social 
Media Coordinator

(Video)
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How Has Social Media 
Transformed 

Newsgathering?
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In the world of the Internet, 
there is no news cycle. It is 
continuous.

Communicators are expected 
to respond immediately to 
feed the demand for 
information. 

The “News Cycle” is DEAD

Sacramento County Public Health news conference - H1N1
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20 years ago        24 hours

10 years ago        4 hours

Today         4 minutes

Speed of Info Flow Through the Media
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(May 30, 2012) -- The Chicago Sun-Times announced the 
appointment of a new managing editor and a reorganization of 
newsroom personnel as it shifts its emphasis to digital news 
distribution.

"We are no longer a newspaper company," Sun-Times Media Holdings 
LLC Editor-in-chief Jim Kirk said in a memo to staff. "We are a 
technology company that happens to publish a newspaper. We deliver 
content. And we will deliver content on many platforms and in ways that 
we haven't yet fully considered."

Then, in 2013, they fired their entire photography staff.

Newspapers Are Revamping!
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Newsrooms have downsized. 
Average are
30% smaller than in 2000.

Many TV stations hiring “all-in-one” 
reporters who shoot, report, edit 
and upload stories

Stations now have online producers 
for their social media spaces

Newsrooms Have Changed!

Assignment editors 
incorporate social 
media into the days’ 
story planning to get 
the information out 
even faster
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TVu Pack allows TV stations to go live 
from anywhere via a cellular data 
connection. 

No satellite truck, no microwave truck 
needed.

News Technology is Changing
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